The HPX-1 Digital Plate Carrier offers users a new way to scan small or irregular shaped imaging plates using your HPX-1 Digital System. Specifically designed to be easy to use, in minutes you’ll be up and running. No matter what the shape (as small as 1”x1”) the carrier will deliver. You can also use the Carrier to combine multiple plates into one scan and improve your overall throughput. The Carrier comes complete with a protective case and simple instructions for use. Enhance your HPX-1 experience and improve productivity with Carestream’s new HPX-1 Carrier!

A SIMPLE SOLUTION
• Carrier offers a simple, cost effective and convenient way to run small or irregular shaped plates on your HPX-1 system
• Accommodates virtually any size/shape plates (down to 1”x1”) that fit within the scan area
• Scans one or multiple plates simultaneously
• Robust design built for a minimum of 300 scans under the worst conditions
• Compatible with Industrex Software v3.5 or higher

INNOVATION IN ACTION
• Unique design allows for simple application and removal of imaging plates
• Flexible construction with a special surface finish holds plates securely in place
• Easy to read grid divided into 5 cm increments makes identifying the dimension of the scan area simple
• Carrier grid printed in blue for easy reading in low light conditions
• A custom case is included for convenient, secure storage and transport

ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
• Scan multiple plates at once increasing workflow
• Expands the capabilities and leverages your investment in the HPX-1 System
**IMAGING SYSTEMS THAT REFLECT YOUR CHANGING NEEDS**

Your technological needs are evolving every day. You need to know the products you choose are a direct response to your needs. The Carestream HPX-1 and its accessories are designed and upgraded based on real-world customer feedback—so you can be sure that today, tomorrow, and well into the future, you’ll have the finest technology the industry has to offer. And, it will all be designed and built specifically for the rigors of NDT.

Our focus is on performance. All our radiographic products deliver a complete end-to-end solution for virtually any non-destructive testing application. We understand the industry’s need for higher productivity and streamlined processes for capturing and evaluating critical NDT images. Put our performance-driven, digital, computed-radiography solutions to work for you—anytime, anyplace.

**CARESTREAM NDT PRODUCTS ARE HARD AT WORK IN ALMOST EVERY INDUSTRY IN THE WORLD TODAY INCLUDING:**

- Oil and Gas
- Aerospace
- Transportation
- Foundry and Castings
- Automotive
- Power Generation
- Military and Defense
- Agriculture
- Art Restoration and Museum Artifacts
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